A fabric bag for hauling gravel or fill material with packstock is available for Forest Service use. Replacement fill material is often needed for trail work, especially for turnpike construction and tread maintenance. Using packstock to haul gravel or other fill material is practical when motorized equipment is impractical or not allowed.
The Missoula Technology and Development Center (MTDC) was asked to develop plans, and fabricate and test fabric bags that could be mounted on packsaddles. MTDC worked from a design developed in the 1970's by retired Wallowa-Whitman National Forest (R-6) employee Ivan Carper. Missoula smokejumper Tony Petrilli fabricated the bags for MTDC in 1994 and they were tested on a partnership turnpike construction project on the Rocky Mountain Ranger District of the Lewis and Clark National Forest (R-1) that same year. MTDC also tested and evaluated some bags that closely followed the original Carper design built by the Professional Wilderness Outfitters Association (PWOA), and some off-the-shelf fruit picking bags.
Included in this report are test results, recommendations, a design pattern, and some alternatives.
Heavy canvas and liberal use of leather and rivets for reinforcement around a steel hoop make up the basic design developed by Ivan Carper. MTDC modified the design in several ways (Figure 1 ). Overall dimensions were kept the same as the original, but 16-ounce (455-gram) coated nylon Cordura™ was used instead of canvas. MTDC did not use leather or rivets, but relied instead on sewn seams, which are stronger. MTDC also used tubular nylon instead of manila rope for the release cord. The bags were rigged with short chains and a snap clip to fit a decker saddle. With minor modifications, the bags could be rigged for a sawbuck packsaddle.
Partners in the testing and work project, the Professional Wilderness Outfitters Association, also fabricated some gravel bags using the basic Carper design. Theirs featured "truck tarp" fabric instead of canvas, manila release ropes, and rivets instead of sewn seams (Figure 2 ). 
Gravel Bag Designs
Based on a report from Mike Dolfay on the Wenatchee National Forest (R-6) that trail contractor Pete Harvill had been successfully using inexpensive, off-the-shelf fruit picking bags to haul gravel with his string, we included two different sets of these bags in the test. 
Fruit Picking Bags
For 8 days in June, 1994, up Each mule string was led through the gravel pit area, with workers on each side filling bags a bucket at a time. The bags were quiet, although the metal buckets were not. When all the mules in the string were loaded, they were led to the turnpike. Two workers were stationed there, one to hold the mule and the other to unload it one side at a time. The packstring was separated during unloading. This proved to be the most difficult procedure, since the mules varied in temperament and some were quite contentious.
Because of the difficulty of positioning some of the mules exactly where the gravel was needed, the ability to direct the flow of gravel from the bag by pulling the rope on the bottom was very useful (Figure 4) . Also, by lifting up on the rope, the flow of gravel could be halted and redirected to a slightly different spot.
In all cases, the empty bags were left mounted on the packsaddles, tied and adjusted, ready for the next load. Hard-sided panniers were not evaluated in the tests. Often fitted with hinged drop doors, these have been around for many years. Often gravel would bind or break the hinges, the boxes are bulky, and most designs provided no way to direct the gravel on its way out of the box.
Testing
Improved aluminum gravel panniers, featuring a sliding, rather than a hinged door, are available from Wyoming Outdoor Industries, Inc. Similar panniers have been fabricated by other saddle shops. We did not evaluate hard-sided aluminum panniers, but based on reports from some who have used them, the panniers work well and are very sturdy. They are bulkier, noisy (should be lined with some type of fabric to cut down on noise), and are more expensive than fabric gravel bags. The aluminum panniers available from Wyoming Outdoor Industries, Inc., currently cost $395 per set of two, not including rigging. Discounts are available when more than one set is ordered.
Sources
Recommended Design
Gravel Hauling Panniers Fabrication Plans
The schematic MTDC gravel bag pattern on page 9 shows the general layout. Plan dimensions could vary slightly based on fabric used. Fabricate a prototype before mass producing. The steel hoop should be fabricated first. 
2.
From the center point of the bar, measure 6" out on each side and make 90° bends on both. Now round the free ends together and weld.
Weld the chain links to the hoop.
A carabiner or metal double snap clip can be used to connect the chains to each other. Decker saddles require 9" of chain on each side, while sawbuck saddles require 20" per side.
STEEL HOOP DETAIL SEWING INSTRUCTIONS 
Bottom support:
Material 17-1/2" x 2-1/2" with 1" seam tape on all four sides.
14. Attach taped piece on three sides (two long sides and one short side). These vertical rows of dots match.
15.
(The left row should be marked on the wrong side of the fabric).
